Tenant Experience
What is Tenant Experience and why is it relevant?
An overview of a growing segment in PropTech and
a key differentiator in the real estate market.
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Key Takeaways


Tenant experience is becoming increasingly important as tenants become more active in the property
market driven by increased mobility and lifted restrictions globally.



Tenant experience features can be classified as Connectivity/ Engagement, Accessibility, Amenities,
Sustainability, and Tenant onboarding and off-boarding support features.



The market is also seeing increasing participation from traditional real estate incumbents. Such activity
implies that tenant experience could soon become a key differentiating factor among competition.



With tenant experience growing in supply and gaining traction, developers and landlords need to
consider offering such services and solutions to their tenants to maximize satisfaction and consequently
occupancy.



One can expect to see growth in ESG features as well as data-driven decision-making and personalized
user experience.
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00 Introduction
As a start to 2022, it is time to reflect on what has happened in the past year. It has been an equally
challenging year for both businesses and individuals to adapt to the new normal and to strike the right
balance between in-person and virtual interactions.
As discussed in the previous paper on PropTech and the Future of Work, employees’ well-being must be top
of mind for employers as it is key in retaining talent but also for productivity and morale. A survey
conducted by Cushman & Wakefield1 has found that during COVID-19 restrictions, less than 50% of
employees globally feel engaged with the company culture, and do not feel like they are learning
informally.
The survey also concluded that employees with freedom to choose where they work and how often to go
into the office have higher experience scores. 60% of people who visit the office frequently (three or more
days in a week) reported high levels of inspiration, versus 53% of people who work primarily remotely. This
implies that having a “flexible” and safe office space will be critical in resuming pre-pandemic or entirely
new ways of working for many industries. Increased mobility post-lockdown has also resulted in companies
relocating and/or rethinking their existing office space. In addition to this, individuals are reevaluating what
they need at home to support hybrid working.

Source: Cushman & Wakefield
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Employees benefit from having flexibility to choose when to go into the office.
“Office days” are still appreciated by employees, but they must be able to choose when and how often.

Source: Cushman & Wakefield

This year, PropTech has been regaining traction after taking a hit in 2020, with funding reaching $10.6Bn as
of July 2021 (versus $13.3Bn for the whole year of 2020) and property management tech receiving the most
funding, according to Crunchbase2.
This paper will discuss a subset of PropTech called Tenant Experience, which will be a crucial differentiating
element in both commercial and residential properties.
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01 Overview of Tenant Experience
Tenant experience is exactly what it sounds like – the experience of people who live or work in a building
or a property in which they are a tenant. Tenant experience technology supports the last stage of real estate
development, where construction is complete and the property is ready for tenant move-in.

Why is tenant experience important for property developers and landlords?

Tenants will benefit from a

For the landlord, tenant

A real estate developer whose

greater flow of information,

experience tech could simplify

property has incorporated

access to amenities and

many inefficient processes

tenant experience tech can

facilities, a more efficient

along the tenant onboarding

potentially attract more

onboarding process, and

and off-boarding journey,

investors and buyers,

potentially better security – all

such as signing tenancy

especially if there are ESG

of which can increase the

agreements, document

requirements or preferences.

level of tenant satisfaction

processing, and tenant

This is especially true for

and loyalty.

background checks.

residential buildings with a

Properties with tenant
experience tech could also be
more attractive to tenants.

large number of tenants, as
opposed to single homes.
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What does tenant experience include?
Tenant experience can include features that add comfort or bring convenience throughout any stage of the tenancy.
These features can be summarized into five key groups:

Often times, tech companies will offer solutions that include more than one of these features as an allencompassing platform. It is common to find platforms that enable Connectivity, Accessibility, and Amenities
altogether as they all leverage a central information pool i.e. user profile and access points in the building.
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Some examples of emerging tenant experience platforms

Company perspectives
“To be competitive today, landlords and developers are blurring the lines between individual
tenant experience and a more holistic workplace experience as a way to attract and retain
tenants; launch environmental, social, and governance (ESG) initiatives; and transform
properties into collaborative, hospitality-driven spaces that provide strong ROI. A building
simply isn’t competitive without it.”
Lauren Mead, VP Marketing

“Our Experience per Square foot data shows that workplace experience is key
for employee engagement and inspiration. As work becomes more hybrid in
nature the role of workplace experience both at the office and from afar is more
important than ever”

Lukas Balik, CEO

June Koh, Partner

“We believe that tenant experience platforms should serve all types of living and working
spaces. That's why we have a modular platform that can be easily connected to a wider
portfolio of different asset classes.”

“The market has typically always viewed the landlord as the customer;
therefore, most processes are built with tenants as an afterthought. We need to
provide solutions tailored to each side of the transaction, and as such we have
different interfaces for tenants and agents/landlords, allowing us to optimise the
experience for their unique set of requirements.”

Chris Hutchinson, CEO
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02 Tenant Experience in Commercial Properties
The “Great Resignation”, first observed in the US, is now

only as a way to improve employee experience but also to

happening globally. According to OECD3, 114 million jobs

maintain the reflection of the company values and

around the world had disappeared by the end of 2020. In

culture.

38 advanced industrial economies there are about 22
million less people in the workforce by the end of 2020
compared to pre-pandemic 2019; out of this, 14 million
have exited the labor market and are classified as ‘not
working’ and ‘not looking for work’.

With start-ups and smaller companies (re)emerging postlockdown, office space will become an urgent
requirement. “Space as a service” therefore is becoming
an increasingly popular business model; instead of rent
collectors, commercial landlords are now adopting this

As people start to return to the office, employers need to

model to maximize occupancy with focus on community

rethink how they can make their current setup work – not

and shared economy.
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Some of the tenant experience features most applicable in commercial
properties are Connectivity/ Engagement, Accessibility, and
Sustainability.

Connectivity &

Accessibility

Sustainability

Space optimization is one of

Since management of office

As employee morale has

the prominent sub-feature

buildings is often centralized

been a major issue during

within this category – more

and do not offer

lockdown in 2020 and

specifically, ability to check

customization when it comes

early parts of 2021, there

space availability and make

to HVAC, it is common that

are now platforms aiming

bookings. This will help

tenants feel too warm or cold

to resolve this, via greater

companies plan for

in certain parts of the

information flow,

employees returning to the

building. The market is now

transparency, and

office and for the employees

seeing solutions that offer

frequency of

as occupiers to see which area

automated adjustments or

communication.

they can use in order to

both HVAC and lighting for

comply with social distancing

commercial buildings.

Engagement

This is translated into

guidelines.

functions such as mass

This is often promoted

communication to

together with the accessibility

tenants, two-way

feature, as both aim to

communication between

achieve the same goal of

employer and employee,

optimizing space and,

and even in-app surveys

therefore, energy usage.

and feedback forum for
occupiers.
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Examples of emerging tenant experience tech companies for the
commercial property segment:
HqO is a tenant experience platform specializing in commercial real
estate, covering operations (e.g. COVID re-entry, data and analytics,
leasing, resource booking), business initiatives (e.g. retention,
community and wellness), and tenant technologies (e.g. access control,
food ordering and retail, service booking).
Spaceflow is a tenant experience operating system that allows for
management of services and spaces, fosters relationships by building a
community between property management and occupiers. Spaceflow
also works with residential asset class.
Equiem is an end-to-end tenant experience platform that comprises
building information, traffic tracking, communication tool, event
management, and even marketplaces for tenants.
SpaceOS offers multiple solutions ranging from building operating
system and tenant engagement platforms to community and employee
engagement tools.
Lane is a tenant engagement platform with features such as building
access control, visitor management, parking management, and more.

The key differences between these solutions lies in two major areas: the asset classes they cover and system
configurability. Some platforms, such as Spaceflow, cover both residential and commercial asset classes,
whereas Lane and Equiem focus on commercial properties only. In terms of configurability, offering modular
SaaS solutions that are easily scalable to a broad range of asset classes and spaces is also a differentiating
factor in execution speed. Instead of having project-specific solutions, an armor of modular solutions that
allow for custom integrations, such as Equiem’s workplace suite, can accelerate adoption and onboarding
processes.
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03 Tenant Experience in Residential Properties
Not knowing how long the pandemic and its restrictions will last, landlords need to re-evaluate what they really need to offer.
Many cities are now beginning to emerge from COVID restrictions, which could result in an increased demand in residential
property market and higher rent in some areas.
There has also been an increasing level of interest on sustainability – with developers aiming to build “greener” homes and
buildings that will minimize HVAC and utility expenses and meet ESG requirements. As a result, many companies have
emerged to offer sustainability-minded products and solutions, and some incorporated into new builds.
For example, as part of the EU’s goal to become the first climate-neutral continents, European leaders look to architecture
and design as part of the strategy; old buildings in the continent are to be renovated to become more energy-efficient. In
addition, some regulations pose a challenge for builders when it comes to financing as well as acquisitions of real estate,
pushing builders and property owners to renovate and incorporate more sustainable products and management practices.
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In residential properties, emerging solutions often highlight the following
tenant experience features:

On-boarding and
off-boarding
support
Increased mobility across
cities and countries has
triggered new property
searches as individuals
consider relocation. As a
result, services that
support such on-boarding
and off-boarding
processes, such as
background and eligibility
checks, document
submissions, and rent
payment can influence
not only the tenant’s
satisfaction level but also
occupancy.

Amenities

Sustainability

Some tenant experience

As many developers are

companies are offering third-

shifting focus to greener

party services via their

properties, there has been

platforms. There has also

growth in sustainability-

been new tech companies

minded solutions for the

providing on-demand

residential buildings, such as

“lifestyle” products or services

HVAC auto-adjustment and

related to the home. Many

smart meters.

tenant experience solutions
also allow for booking of
existing amenities such as
well-being spaces,
maintenance services in
addition to room bookings.

This is also part of the broader
sustainability mission among
several regions in the world,
as observed from the recent
COP26 summit, and reflected
in region- or even countrylevel policies.
As a tenant, sustainability
initiatives tend to reduce
spending as well, hence the
popularity.
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Some of the companies offering such features specifically for residential
properties are:
Canopy offers digital rent passport and rent tracking, which simplifies
the onboarding and off-boarding processes for not only renters and
landlords but also the agents.

Livly is a property manager application that allows landlords to
communicate to residents real-time, provides community hubs for
mass communication, and also manage maintenance requests and
amenity bookings.

Tulu provides on-demand access to day-to-day products and services
that residents may need occasionally but may not want to own, such
as printers, vacuums, and projectors.

Amenify and Hello Alfred offers lifestyle services such as dog walking,
professional cleaning and housekeeping, and food delivery.

Lancey is a smart electric radiator that has battery energy storage,
allowing households to use stored electricity year-round and
optimizing peak/off-peak usage.
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04 Implications for incumbents and landlords
Tenant experience encompasses multiple elements, all of which can act as a differentiating factor when tenants decide
where to locate to and what they really need in the space they are going to occupy. Therefore, traditional real estate
companies, developers, and landlords need to take this into consideration as PropTech will soon be what it takes to be ahead
of the competition.
Companies can participate in this trend using any of the three major approaches:

Direct investments into the space / Acquisitions

Cushman & Wakefield has recently invested in HqO, which recently raised $60M in a Series C funding
round. The commercial real estate giant also plans to roll out HqO across their portfolio.

Lincoln Property Company, who owns and manages over 400 million square feet of office space, has made
a direct investment into Equiem.

VTS has announced an acquisition of Lane for approximately $200M in October this year, adding new
tenant experience capabilities and over 3M customer base in 13 countries.
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Partnership with tech companies

At the end of 2020, international real estate firm Hines has announced a partnership with PropTech
company Ziggytec, which offers energy and water consumption data using IoT technology in its meters.
Ziggytec will install its devices to existing utility meters to extract data from commercial buildings managed
by Hines; this is part of Hines’ commitment to sustainable building management.

Build own capabilities

Round Hill Capital has recently developed Rentpal, an integrated platform to support tenants throughout
their journey, from searching for the ideal property to signing digital contracts to getting connected to the
landlord.

Great Portland Estates has developed its own smartphone app, sesame, that automates building access,
allows occupiers to adjust cooling and lighting. It also provides a community platform where occupiers can
utilize services.
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05 What is next for tenant experience?
From interviews with several tenant experience companies, one can expect the following in the near future:


Tenant experience integration with other verticals of PropTech: As tenant experience companies try to create an end-toend solution for users, integration with offline aspects could be more prevalent in the near future, specifically connecting
with sensors and access systems in a smart building or smart home.



Expanded ESG features: Some tenant experience solutions now include reports for ESG metrics or have given case
studies of how their platforms can support ESG initiatives, such as tracking tenant’s energy usage, sending reminders of
recycling programs, and alerting building management when repairs are needed in certain parts of the building.



Increasing participation from traditional real estate players: A rise in technology and innovation uptake can be expected
from developers, letting agents, and landlords, as the real estate industry shifts towards a more digital model and
tenants become more active in the space post-2020.

Company perspectives

Lauren Mead,
VP Marketing

“Having a robust tenant experience app -- or even more broadly, a workplace experience app -- will offer
property teams and employers an actual glimpse into how people are utilizing the office, allowing them
to analyze and identify emerging trends, as well as make data-driven decisions to increase both
engagement and building efficiency… According to a recent HqO customer survey, the following
offerings are the most sought-after features in a tenant or workplace experience solution: fitness and
wellness amenities, collaboration and events spaces, access control, food and beverage offerings, retail
and convenience services, and parking and transportation solutions”

“ESG is something we're very bullish about and we think tenant experience platforms should contribute
here. I think they will become the main dashboards and integrators of other technologies for both
monitoring and controlling the properties. Even today, the tenant experience platforms can show
sustainability metrics such as energy consumption, CO2 levels, and use that information to motivate the
end-user action via gamification.
We also expect to see personalized experiences for the individual end-users. In the past, landlords barely
Lukas Balik, CEO
knew anything about their tenants, so it was difficult to tailor offerings to maximize tenant satisfaction.
With increased data knowledge and information, landlords can provide more personalized service and
increase tenant retention.”
"As a highly fragmented market, and with consumer demands changing as digitisation is widely adopted,
painful user experiences are no longer likely to be tolerated. I believe there exists the opportunity for the
market to be consolidated by a handful of companies who offer the best value and solutions to tenants.
There could easily be one key player dominating each feature of the market, such as referencing, deposit
solutions, the move in process etc. Fundamentally though, these need to be accessible to renters in a
Chris Hutchinson, simple way that cuts out the uncertainty involved with not knowing what exactly needs to be done, when
CEO
and why. In my mind, there’s a single chance for a brand to become synonymous with renting and bring all
these element together in a way tenants love, creating the ultimate tenant experience."
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